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Abstract
When an object moves faster than emissions it creates, it may appear at two positions simultane-
ously. The appearance or disappearance of this bifurcation is referred to as a pair event. Inherently
convolved with superluminal motion, pair events have no subluminal counterparts. Common ex-
amples of superluminal motions that exhibit pair events include Cherenkov radiation, sonic booms,
illumination fronts from variable light sources, and rotating beams. The minimally simple case of
pair events from a single massive object is explored here: uniform linear motion. A pair event is
perceived when the radial component of the object’s speed toward the observer drops from superlu-
minal to subluminal. Emission from the pair creation event will reach the observer before emission
from either of the two images created. Potentially observable image pair events are described for
sonic booms and Cherenkov light. To date, no detection of discrete images following a projectile
pair event have ever been reported, and so the pair event nature of sonic booms and Cherenkov
radiation, for example, remains unconfirmed. Recent advances in modern technology have made
such pair event tracking feasible. If measured, pair events could provide important information
about object distance and history.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Media conduct emissions. Typically, the fastest that any object can travel inside a given
medium is a well-defined speed expressed in terms of that medium’s stiffness and density.
In this work, however, speeds faster than this emission speed will be considered. Specifi-
cally, pair events, a phenomenon where a single projectile suddenly appears twice, and the
subsequent pair nature of the resulting images, will be analyzed.
In popular culture, superluminal speeds are confined to the realm of science fiction.
However, there are several very real, massive projectiles that are superluminal in the sense
that they actually move through a medium faster than emissions. Perhaps the simplest is
a relativistic charged particle entering a dense medium, for example water, and causing the
emission of Cherenkov radiation [1]. An analogous example involving sound is a supersonic
plane moving through air (see, for example, Friedman et al. [2]). Note that emissions created
by the massive object in its own frame, which would be superluminal in the frame of the
ambient medium, are not considered here. Rather, the massive object acts as a power
source for emissions, for example a pressure wave, that propagates away spherically at cn,
the maximum speed in the medium. In this sense, the superluminal object triggers and
powers the release of emissions in the ambient medium (see, for example, Feynman [3] and
Jackson [4]).
Other types of superluminal motion involve massless phenomena. For example, the
shadow of opaque objects moving past light sources are not confined to be subluminal [5].
More generally, all illumination fronts from discrete flashes are necessarily superluminal [6].
An early mention of pair events was in Cavaliere et al. [7] who hypothesized that apparent
superluminal motion evident in quasars might derive from them. The apparent ”splitting”
of superluminal spots from a rotating source was noted in computer animations by Baune
[8], while a pair creation event was actually measured in the lab for a plane wave incident on
a tilted screen in a bold experiment by Clerici et al. [9]. The creation of pair event echoes
from a sweeping beam was discussed in detail in Nemiroff [10], and from a flash on a linear
reflecting medium by Nemiroff and Zhong [11].
The purpose of this work is to explore the concept through a simple example of constant
linear motion of a massive object, and to show that these events may be detectable in
practice. It is hoped that others will detect and find uses for pair events, although more
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complex scenarios may be needed than the straight-forward examples considered here.
II. RADIAL MOTION
First considered will be linear motion of a projectile moving at constant speed v along a
line that includes the observer. This motion will here be considered to be along the x axis,
with the projectile moving from negative x to positive x, and with the observer located at
x = 0. It is straightforward to compute a type of apparent speed u that helps to illuminate
the pair event phenomenon. To define this speed, it is helpful to first picture equally spaced
light bulbs located along the projectile’s path. As the projectile moves along this line, it
passes the bulbs. Suppose that every time a bulb is passed, it flashes, and that light from
each flash, moving isotropically out from the bulb at a speed of magnitude c, eventually
reaches the observer. Noting the time the observer sees each flash along with the distance
between bulbs allows the observer to compute this apparent speed.
Mathematically, relative to an observer at the origin, it is straightforward to find that
the perceived speed of approach of the projectile would be
uapproach =
v
(1− v/c) , (1)
from the −x direction as seen by the observer, while the perceived speed of retreat would
be
uretreat =
v
(1 + v/c)
, (2)
which would be observed toward the +x direction.
To better understand what happens at v > c, it is of interest to first consider slower
object motions. For non-relativistic motion, v << c, then Eqs. (1) and (2) show that both
uapproach and and uretreat are positive and approach v, as expected.
For relativistic but subluminal speeds with v < c, Eqs. (1) and (2) show that uapproach
is always positive but can exceed c (see, for example, Blandford et al. [12] ). Also uapproach
can be significantly larger than uretreat, and the later must be less than c. Discerning the
directions of approach and retreat of the real object are straightforward, since approach is
observed to occur before retreat.
At the speed of light, When v = c, then the observer first sees the projectile only at the
exact moment it passes. Because uapproach diverges, nothing is ever visible from the direction
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of approach. The object is only seen to retreat at uretreat = c/2.
When v > c, the observer again sees the projectile first only when it passes. What
happens next, though, is a pair event, which might be counter-intuitive. Eqs. (1) and
(2) show that two images of the object suddenly appear at the observer and each moves
away, simultaneously, in opposite directions. That uapproach < 0 indicates that even the
”approaching” image is actually seen to move away, toward increasingly negative x values.
The observer notes a dilemma if trying to discern from which direction the passing object
really approached. However, because |uapproach| > |uretreat|, the observer can still tell the
direction of approach by comparing the magnitudes of the apparent speeds.
Summarizing conceptually, if an object is moving directly toward an observer in a medium
faster than emissions it triggers in that medium, then it will reach the observer before any
of these emissions. Subsequently, if the observer is looking in the direction from which the
projectile approached, the observer will perceive the projectile to be moving away, and not
toward, the observer. This is because radiation emitted increasingly earlier only reaches
the observer consecutively later. Moreover, were the same observer to look at the same
projectile in the direction that it actually moves away, the observer will see a second image
of it – also moving away. This is because radiation emitted after passing the observer
also reaches the observer consecutively later. Therefore, if the observer could look in both
directions simultaneously, the observer would never see the superluminal projectile approach,
but would suddenly see two images of the object appear and recede, one in each direction.
III. NON-RADIAL MOTION
A. Speed
If the projectile moves in a line that does not intersect the observer, the situation is a
bit more complex. For completeness, it will be assumed that the projectile starts infinitely
far from the observer and moves at a constant speed v in a line that takes it to a minimum
distance Dmin from the observer, after which it moves off again along the same line. In terms
of the angular perspective of an observer at the origin, the projectile moves from φ = −pi/2
to +pi/2 and always has positive speed. As in the radial case, images that move toward lower
φ values will be considered to have negative speed. The geometry is depicted in Figure 1
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FIG. 1. The geometry of the projectile moving linearly and at constant speed v in the view of the
observer. The pair event is seen by the observer at φ = φpair, when vr = c.
When the radial component of the approaching projectile’s speed toward the observer
is faster than c, so that vr > c, the object will always be closer to the observer than its
emissions. Therefore, the object will appear to the observer to be moving away. As the
projectile nears the observer, vr will decrease, reaching zero at Dmin. Now when vr < c,
emission from the object will precede the object and so the object will appear to the observer
to be moving closer. Therefore, the first time this object is seen by the observer is when
vr = c. This is referred to as a perceived pair creation event, or just ”pair event”. The
angular location of the pair event will be designated φpair. After the pair event, the observer
sees two images of the object moving away from φpair. One image first approaches the
observer, moves with increasing φ, passing φ = 0 – the angle corresponding to the distance
of closest approach – and then appears to recede from the observer. A second image starts
at φpair and moves with decreasing φ, always receding from the observer.
The location of the pair event was derived by Nemiroff [10] to be
φpair = − arcsin(c/v). (3)
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Note that when v diverges, φpair approaches zero, the direction toward closest approach.
Also, there are no real solutions for v < c since no perceived pair events will appear.
The apparent speed u of this non-radially moving projectile can be computed in a similar
fashion as the radial case. Suppose, again, that there are equally spaced light bulbs located
along the projectile’s line of motion. Suppose, again, that every time a light bulb is passed,
it flashes, and that light from these flashes eventually reaches the observer. The observer
will again note the times of receiving flashes, and from knowing the spacing of the light
bulbs, can compute the apparent speed u of the speeding object.
Following the analysis of a light beam sweeping across a wall given in Nemiroff [10], the
apparent speed u of a projectile with real constant speed v in linear motion is found to be
u =
cv
v sinφ+ c
. (4)
Note that Eq. (4) reduces to Eqs. (1) and (2) for radial motion: when φ = −pi/2, on
approach and φ = +pi/2 on retreat. The non-relativistic limit, when v << c, yields u = v,
as expected. At the pair event, u diverges. Note also that pair events can only occur when
v ≥ c, because when v < c the denominator never diverges.
Figure 2 shows where the observer would perceive the pair event to occur, given different
projectile velocities. For extremely high values of linear speed v >> c, pair events occur
near φ = 0, whereas for lower values of v just above c, pair events occur at lower values of
φ. Negative values of v refer to a projectile moving from negative φ to positive φ, whereas
positive values of v refer to a projectile moving from positive to negative φ. No φpair will
exist for v < c.
Figure 3 depicts the apparent speed u of images as a function of viewing angle φ. The
projectile is assumed to be moving at constant speed v from negative φ to positive φ, with
closest approach to the observer at φ = 0. Negative values of u correspond to the observer
at the origin observing an image moving from positive φ to negative φ. For values of v < c
only one image exists, whereas for values of v > c, two images exist – after the pair event –
each moving in opposite directions.
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FIG. 2. A plot of the real speed v of the projectile verses the viewing angle where a pair creation
event is seen to occur by an observer. The angle φ = 0 corresponds to closest approach. The faster
the projectile, the closer to φ = 0 the pair event will be observed.
B. Brightness
As the projectile moves at a constant speed through a uniform medium, emissions it
excites in the medium are continually created. Assuming that these emissions radiate away
isotropically in the rest frame of the medium, they are analogous to the bulbs lit by the
passing projectile discussed above. Just as each light bulb itself emits the same brightness
as it is passed, the intrinsic brightness in a medium created by a passing projectile is constant
and isotropic. It is only how these emissions appear to the observer that creates the perceived
pair event ”flash” for fast-enough projectiles. Therefore, the instantaneous brightness of an
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FIG. 3. A plot of the apparent speed u of the projectile versus viewing angle φ. The highest
observable apparent speeds occur for projectiles moving just faster than c and formally diverge at
the pair event.
image to an observer, integrated over a given period of time, will be proportional to the
instantaneous transverse apparent speed of an image as perceived by the observer. Since this
speed formally diverges at the pair event, as perceived by the observer, the pair event appears
to the observer to be, formally, infinitely bright, albeit for only an infinitesimal amount of
time. More generally, increasing geometric distance will cause the apparent instantaneous
brightness to vary inversely with the square of the distance D to the observer. Neglecting
emanations from the superluminal particle itself, the integrated perceived brightness of an
image between times t1 and t2 in the directions of their corresponding φ values follows
b ∝
∫ t2
t1
ut dt
D2
, (5)
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where ut = u cosφ is the transverse component of the perceived speed of the image.
IV. EXAMPLES
A. Sonic Booms
More people have heard a pair event than seen one. This is because a pair event in sound
is referred to as a ”sonic boom”. When an airplane is moving linearly above the speed
of sound in air, it creates pressure waves that move out spherically from its instantaneous
location. A supersonic airplane actually creates a double-boom from a pressure ”N-wave”
[13], with a high pressure region leading the plane, and a low pressure region trailing –
however for simplicity they will be considered a single wave. The superposition of these
pressure waves is called the Mach cone, but what is heard by an observer at the leading edge
of this cone is a sonic boom.
A sonic boom results from a pair event. Specifically, air molecules are analogous to the
light bulbs mentioned previously. A sonic-boom pair event is the first thing an observer
hears, occurring when the airplane’s radial speed toward the observer drops from super-
sonic to subsonic. After the boom, an observer would hear the airplane from two locations
simultaneously, as each sound ”image” moved away from the sonic-boom pair-event direc-
tion. The effect was first noted with respect to computer-modeled wavefronts by Ahrens
and Spors [14]. An interesting historical note is that in 1896 Lord Rayleigh, although not
mentioning that two sound images would occur, did note that a supersonic sound could be
heard backwards [15]. The backwards nature of one of the sound images was highlighted
in a ”What If” xkdc comic [16]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, however, the dual
nature of sound pair events has never yet been recovered experimentally. A primary reason
is because the identification of sonic booms as pair events is relatively unknown. However,
a simple verification experiment might confirm this.
As an example, assume the supersonic airplane moves linearly at a constant Mach 2
through air, passing an observer at a minimum overhead distance of Dmin = 10, 000 meters.
Although sound speed decreases slightly with altitude, it will be assumed constant at c = 320
m sec−1. Defining the observer to reside at φ = 0, the sonic boom would be heard coming
from the direction φpair = −30o. Following Eq. (6) in Nemiroff [10], one can find the times
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and positions of each sound image. Specifically, five seconds after the boom was heard, two
separate sound images will reach the observer simultaneously from directions of φ ∼ −54.8o
and φ ∼ 2.84o respectively. Integrating Eq. (5) over 0.1 seconds, the sound image at
φ = −54.8o will be about 71.0 times more faint than the sonic boom, while the image at
φ = 2.84o will be about 13.6 times more faint than the boom. As these times, angles,
and brightnesses are within the limits of the modern technology of directional microphones,
specifically microphones deploying a concave spherical or parabolic mirror [17]. Therefore
the existence of these sound-images – and hence the pair-event nature of sonic booms –
should be falsifiable.
B. Cherenkov Light
Another example where pair events are prominent is the initial detection of Cherenkov
light. Although nothing can move faster than light in a vacuum, it is possible for an object
moving at c in vacuum to enter a medium with an index of refraction n and hence move
faster than cn = c/n, the speed of light in that medium, at least initially. The resulting light
emitted is well known as Cherenkov radiation [1]. Cherenkov radiation is typically created
by molecules in the medium itself being excited by the passing charged particle with the
resulting de-excitation radiation emitted isotropically in the frame of the media [4]. Here the
molecules in the media are analogous to the static light bulbs in the previous discussions.
Although the charged particle will decelerate after entering the medium, the magnitude of
this deceleration will here be considered small.
Cherenkov light is frequently described as being emitted into an annular cone with con-
stant angular radius
cos θ =
c
nv
, (6)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, and v is the speed of the particle in the medium
[4]. Note that v > cn so that cos θ < 1 as expected. The angular vertex of the Cherenkov
cone exactly coincides with the direction from which observers would see a pair event from
the superluminal particle. When this angular cone intersects a plane, a ring of illumination
occurs that is called a Cherenkov ring. Therefore, this ring is caused by a pair event.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, the dual nature of Cherenkov pair events has never
yet been seen experimentally. A primary reason is because the identification of the perceived
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maximum in Cherenkov light intensity as pair events is relatively unknown. However, as
with sonic booms, a simple verification experiment might confirm this.
As an example, assume a highly energetic charged particle traveling near c in air then
enters a vat of water with n = 1.33 and hence cn = c/1.33. Further assume that this
particle is so energetic that it does not slow significantly as it moves through the water, at
least initially. Additionally, assume that the particle’s Cherenkov light is incident on a high
speed video camera, and that the minimum distance that the particle passes the camera is
with Dmin = 1 meter, for which, by definition φ = 0. The first light seen by the camera
will be a flash of Cherenkov light from the direction given by Eq. (3) of φpair = −48.75o.
Following Eq. (6) in Nemiroff [10], one can find the times and positions of each subsequent
Cherenkov light image.
Isolating one wide-angle snapshot taken specifically at 10−9 seconds after the pair event
and lasting 10−10 seconds, two separate images of the superluminal projectile will reach the
camera: from directions φ ∼ −72.96o and φ = −3.21o degrees respectively. Integrating Eq.
(5) over 10−10 seconds, the Cherenkov image at φ = 72.96o is about 210 times more faint
that the main pair event, while the image at φ = −3.21o is about 27.7 times more faint
than the pair event. Recently, video cameras with frame rates below 10−9 sec have become
prevalent [9]. It therefore seems possible that modern technology can falsify the inherently
pair-event nature of Cherenkov emission.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Pair events and the subsequent separation of pair images are fundamental attributes of
the detection of relative superluminal motion – yet they are practically unknown. This work
has predicted their existence for common physical phenomena involving massive objects in
uniform linear motion and given examples of how they might be recovered in practice.
Coherence effects involving the potential interference between the two images have been
ignored in this work. Such effects may exist when two images occur within the coherence
area of the source [18]. Destructive interference could cause the two superluminal images to
disappear, although this would have to occur just after a pair creation event or just before
a pair annihilation event, as then both images could be within the coherence area of the
source and of comparable brightness. In general, coherence effects are considered outside
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the scope of the present work, and may be studied in future works.
If recovered experimentally, pair images might turn out to be more than just a new test
of an unusual facet of perceived superluminal motion – this recovery might uncover useful
information. For example, assume that both images of a pair event are not only angularly
resolved but photometrically measured after the pair event. Image angular locations and
brightnesses could completely determine the kinematics of the projectile. One result could
be the determination of the distance of the pair event.
A complete kinematic solution would also, in turn, allow the observer to determine which
image is moving time-forward and along the same direction as the projectile, and which
image is time-reversed and moving in the opposite direction. It should then be possible to
determine the past trajectory of the projectile by following the perceived future trajectory
of this time-reversed image. Such “backtracking” could be quite useful for determining,
beyond the linear approximation, the history or origin of the superluminal projectile.
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